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[bookmark: _Toc405647892]Background


The electricity sector in Suriname faces serious challenges associated to strong growth in energy demand; inadequate financial sustainability of the electricity service supplied and the resulting financial stress of the power company in charge of the electricity service (Energiebedrijven Suriname - EBS); stagnant expansion of electricity coverage in the Hinterlands; and limited technical, institutional and financial capacity to service the grid areas and the Hinterlands. 

The Government of Suriname (GSU) have been identifying with IDB’s technical units the priority areas related to the development of the energy sector’s institutional and normative framework. Based on this, a sector strategy is being devised with support from IDB, to design and establish a Sustainable Energy Framework for Suriname (SEFS). The objective of this framework is to increase the efficiency, transparency, sustainability and accountability of the power sector. It has been implemented through Government-budgeted activities and a series of IDB loans and investment grants which include among others, a Policy-Based Loan Program (hereinafter Program) under a programmatic modality (programmatic policy-based loan or PBL) in support of policy reform in the energy sector. 

The Program consists of three individual operations (SU-L1022, SU-L1035 and SU-L1036), each with specific institutional and policy goals to be met in 2012, 2013 and 2015, respectively. The first operation and second operations have been approved already in 2012 and 2013, respectively, and the third is under consideration. 

Main issues and objectives associated to the Program considered, among others, the following two aspects:

I. A Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA), which was carried out taking into account scenarios “with” and “without” Program execution, associated to the implementation of an efficient expansion plan of the entire Surinamese power system, to supply the increased demand with an acceptable reliability. Without the reforms that are to be undertaken as part of the Program, it would not be possible to carry out the implementation of that efficient expansion plan. This evaluation required the operational simulation of the power system of Suriname with specialized models.
II. Agreement of the following policy objectives: (i) a policy and legal framework to implement a sustainable power sector framework; (ii) technical capacity to implement this framework, including alternative power sources; (iii) readiness to invest in rural electrification; and (iv) a power utility (EBS) that is more financially sound and operationally efficient.

[bookmark: _Toc399174890][bookmark: _Toc399175487][bookmark: _Toc399175764][bookmark: _Toc399408090][bookmark: _Toc405647311][bookmark: _Toc405647893]The Bank has retained the consultant Alberto Brugman to perform the following tasks:

a. [bookmark: _Toc399174891][bookmark: _Toc399175488][bookmark: _Toc399175765][bookmark: _Toc399408091][bookmark: _Toc405647312][bookmark: _Toc405647894]Review the CBAs prepared for operation SU-L1022 and SU-L1035; 


[bookmark: _Toc405647897]COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

I. [bookmark: _Toc405647898] Introduction

The CBA updated in 2013 identified two indicative generation – transmission expansion scenarios of interest, as follows: i) Base Scenario A: with base demand forecast of 7% annual increase and including the development of the generation capacity in Epar system (with new power plants using HFO in Saramacastraat, Statsolie and Het Vertrouwen) and significant transmission expansions to supply the new demand of the future Newmont gold industry (estimated for 2015 and located in the Southeast of the country) from Epar and Mongeo systems (with new generation based on HFO in this area) and the interconnection of Nickerie and Wageningen systems associated to new generation capacity based on bagasse located in Wageningen, and ii) Base Scenario B: also with base demand and the same new power plants in Epar system but not considering the transmission and generation investment to supply the Newmont gold industry, without the interconnection of Nickerie and Wageningen systems and with the new bagasse power plant substituted by new power plants in Nickerie based on HFO.

It was selected Base Scenario B for the update of the CBA presented in this report considering its higher economic attractiveness in terms of present value of net economic benefits, and the following adjustments were made:
 
· Adjustment of the Rosebel gold mine power demand according 2013 historical statistics; with this a revision of Epar demand was obtained.
· Representation of total Afobaka power generation, considering its reservoir operation and a probabilistic representation of its hydrological inflows and inclusion of Suralco power demand.
· Decisions in 2013 of the following expansion in EPAR generating system: (i) BEM plant, adjacent to the existing EBS plant at Saramacca Street, 63-MW (3 x 21 MW); and (ii) expansion of the Stichting Pleeggezinnen Centrale Suriname plant (SPCS - the Staatsolie Power Plant) in 34-MW (2 x 17 MW). These two plants were considered as existing plants in Epar System. Also, the itinerary of other new power plants were considered according a new  generation expansion program informed by EBS for 2014-2025, including HFO/Natural Gas thermal power engines (& Bagasse in Wageningen) totaling 325 MW and the new Kabalebo hydroelectric power plant (100 MW) in 2022.
· Decision in 2013 of the retrofitting of the two existing 33/12/6 kV substations C and D in the EPAR system, increasing in 22 MVA and 35 MVA, respectively, its operative capacity. Retrofitting and expansion of substation J increasing its operative capacity in 25 MVA and inclusion of the new BOMA substation. The itinerary of the transmission expansion was adjusted according the demand requirement and the connection of new power plants considered in the EBS generation expansion Program. In 2017 it was considered the 69 kV interconnection of the Nickerie and Wageningen systems and in 2022 the interconnection of this two systems with Epar system through the 220 kV transmission system of Kabalebo.
· Substitution for imported natural gas (at US$ 14/MBTU “all in” cost) of liquid fuels used for power generation in Epar system after 2018[footnoteRef:1]). [1:   Natural Gas in the Caribbean—Feasibility Studies, Final Report (Volume I), Draft Report to the Inter-American Development Bank, Castalia, 30 June 2014. It should be mentioned that this CIF "all in" Natural Gas price may be also viewed as a HFO future price in a new international liquid fuel price scenario (and if such would be the case it would represent and scenario without HFO for natural gas substitution). 
] 

II. [bookmark: _Toc405647899]Assumptions and Methodology

The CBA was prepared taking into account scenarios “with” and “without” the implementation of a Program to expand the Surinamese power system and to meet increased demand. A main assumption for this analysis is that without the reforms that are to be undertaken as part of the Program, it would not be possible to carry out the improvement and expansion plan required to meet demand growth in years after 2014 while ensuring service reliability. Thus, the net economic benefits associated with the expansion plan are considered to be the net economic benefits of the Program. 
The CBA evaluates economic benefits derived from: (i) the increase of EBS power sales with respect to 2014 levels, valued at the generation and transmission economic cost; and (ii) EBS’s associated consumer’s surplus in the residential sector, as permitted by the higher capacity facilitated by the Program. The CBA evaluates economic costs associated with supplying demand growth from 2015 onwards, which are: (i) generation and transmission investment costs; (ii) fuel costs incurred to generate electricity; and (iii) Operation and Maintenance (O&M) costs.  

A sensitivity analysis was carried out considering variations in: (i) generation and transmission investment costs; (ii) fuel costs incurred to generate power; (iii) cost of hydropower electricity purchases; (iv) O&M costs; and (v) price elasticity.


[bookmark: _Toc405647900]II.1	Program description and evaluation approach

The Generation – Transmission Program evaluated includes the following generation and transmission projects identified, preliminarily and in a broad base, as participants in the path of minimum cost expansion of the Generation - Transmission system of Suriname.
Total generation capacity included in the Program is 325 MW representing USD 355.2 million in investment costs during 2014-2025.  Also, the power system expansion under the Base Scenario also requires several transmission / sub transmission projects operating at 161 kV and 33 kV, representing USD 259.9 million in investment costs during such period.
The existing G-T system will provide the power service until 2014, when it is estimated that 1,653 GWh will be sold in Suriname[footnoteRef:2]. After this year, the assumption is that without the Program it would not be possible to supply additional power sales with an acceptable reliability. In this way, the increase of electricity sales after 2014 will be directly associated to the Program. [2:  1,389 GWh to EPAR and Districts and 128.4 GWh to Rosebel Gold Mines and 125.3 GWh to Suralco (Afobaka self generation).] 

Next table summarizes the estimation of electricity sales “with” and “without” the Program, constituting the starting point of the estimation of the Program’s benefits.



SURINAM: ELECTRICITY SALES “WITH” AND “WITHOUT” THE PROGRAM (GWH) 1/
[image: ]
 1/ Excludes demand & sales to Newmont gold mine (considered with self generation)

Transmission losses were estimated in the simulations and the distribution losses were calculated assuming that total losses will represent 8.2% of total demand[footnoteRef:3], similar to recent historical values. Program’s benefits evaluation required the forecast of the electricity demand in Suriname and the application of a methodology to evaluate the consumer’s willingness to pay of the electricity sales associated to the Program. Costs evaluation required the disaggregation in time and in space of the forecasted demand and the application of a Generation – Transmission planning procedure to simulate future power generation dispatch. Also a load flow analysis was required to verify reliability of supply and to estimate electricity losses. For this purposes the SDDP model was applied. Next sections presents the methodologies related to: i) demand forecasts, ii) benefit estimations, iii) G-T system operative simulations and fuel and O&M costs estimations (SDDP model application). Fuel and O&M variable costs were complemented with fixed investment and O&M costs to estimate total costs. [3:   In 2012 EBS electricity demand (without Rosebel gold mine) was 1,305.2 GWh and electricity sales (without sales to Rosebel) were 1,197.1 GWh (91.7%, implying transmission and distribution electricity losses of 8.3% of total demand).] 


[bookmark: _Toc405647901]II.2	Demand forecast

[bookmark: _Toc330286968][bookmark: _Toc405647902]II.2.1	Historical electricity consumption


Next table shows the national growth of the electricity consumption in kWh for Suriname, starting from the year 2000.





SURINAME: HISTORICAL ELECTRICITY DEMAND

[image: ]
Source: EBS (2013)


Average growth of the electricity consumption over the past 11 years is 6.3%. Annual demand growth in EPAR area (6.4%) is higher than in the Districts (4.0%), being Nickerie demand growth the most significant. The demand of Rosebel gold mines is not included in the table neither the Suralco self generation.

Next graph describes electricity usage in Suriname (48% residential, 34% industrial and 18% other sectors).

[image: ]
Source: EBS
[bookmark: _Toc330286969]
[bookmark: _Toc405647903]II.2.2	Energy demand forecasts

Energy demand forecasts were estimated by EBS using future annual average growths similar to historical annual growth of around 7%. It was considered that future EPAR demand covers the specific loads of the refinery expansion and the governmental housing programs. Rosebel demand was estimated considering the historical demand of 2013 and Suralco demand was included according EBS estimations (as self generation with Afobaka hydroelectric power plant). Newmont demand was not included in the analysis and it was considered with self generation.

Next table summarizes total electricity demand foracasted for Suriname and its disagregation: Epar, Nickerie and Districts (including distribution losses), Rosebel gold mine, Suralco (selfgeneration) and the transmission losses estimated with the SDDP model.

ELECTRICITY DEMAND FORECAST (GWH)

[image: ]
Source: Consultant revision (without Newmont demand)


II.2.3	Load duration curve and peak demand

Peak demand was estimated using the historical monthly load duration curve represented  by 5 load blocks (with peak duration representing the 0.36% of time). Next graph illustrates the monthly load duration curve estimated for Epar system, based on the 10 minute demand statistics of May 2012.

[image: ]

The simulations of generation dispatch required the distribution of the annual energy demand by blocks and by months. Monthly distribution factors of energy demand were estimated based on 2011 historical energy demand distribution and then the Block distribution factors for each month of the year were obtained using the typification of the monthly load duration curve. Next table shows the distribution factors applied in the study and the verification of a forecasted peak load of 200 MW for 2012 in September (associated to a total Epar forecasted energy demand of 1,248.4 GWh for this year)..

POWER DEMAND DISTRIBUTION FACTORS

[image: ]

Source: Consultant, 2013

[bookmark: _Toc330286970][bookmark: _Toc405647904]II.2.4	Demand distribution by substations

For generation – transmission planning purposes it was required to forecast demand by systems and for all Epar substations. For this purpose the statistics of peak demand for Epar substations of 2012 and 2013 was used to distribute total forecasted demand for this system. Demand forecasts for each district were also maintained separately for each system. Also, the demand forecast obtained for Nickerie was assigned to the three substations considered in this area after 2018 (Clara, Hennar and Pettenpolder). Next table summarizes the load distribution in Epar substations.
EPAR: DEMAND DISTRIBUTION BY SUBSTATIONS (MW)
[image: ]
Source: EBS, 2014


[bookmark: _Toc405647905]II.3	Benefit estimations

EBS faces several technical, operational and financial challenges which require Government’s intervention with adequate regulations and management practices to, among others, address financial sustainability issues with the review of the tariff structure adapting the average electricity rate of around US 75/MWh (2012 average, which decreased to US$ 73/MWh in 2013) in order to reflect the real generation, transmission and distribution costs. Current power service in Suriname implies significant subsidies to final consumers that are basically assumed by the State. Such subsidies constitute financial transferences among national agents, not constituting costs or benefits for the national economy.

The Generation / Transmission expansion program will provide an increment of electricity consumption in Suriname, given that without this program EBS would have to restrict power supply up to the current Generation / Transmission capacities. It was considered that this increment would be mainly concentrated in the residential sector. This incremental consumption is the base for benefit estimations and main assumption of the study was the consideration of a referential "cost effective average tariff" of US$ 162/MWh to final consumers during 2014-2017 and US$ 153/MWh after 2017, value estimated with the assumed price of imported natural gas (see ANNEX 1). From the country´s perspective, main economic benefits associated to this program will consist in: a) the increase of EBS power sales valued at its Generation – Transmission economic tariff, plus b) its associated consumer's surplus in the residential sector as permitted by the higher capacity provided by the program[footnoteRef:4].  [4:  This assumption will imply that future electricity consumption per capita in Suriname will remain similar to its current value of around 2.230 kWh per capita/year. However, in case of a significant tariff readjustment to levels similar to the “cost effective tariff” (implying increases of around 130%), this consumption may be reduced significantly (for example other similar economies with higher electricity tariffs have lower per capita electricity consumption, as Honduras, 669 kWh per capita/year, Guatemala 559 kWh per capita/year, Bolivia 603 kWh per capita/year, etc.)] 


Benefits a) were estimated in US$ 132/MWh for EPAR system and US$ 130/MWh for the gold industries as presented in ANNEX 1 (US$ 116/MWh and US$ 114/MWh, respectively, after 2017). Benefits b) were estimated from the increase of electricity consumption in EPAR system. Next figure illustrates the demand curve in a future time (t=i). From a user´s perspective, net benefits associated to the increase of electricity consumption are estimated as the consumer´s surplus given by area ABC.

BENEFIT ESTIMATION OF ADDITIONAL RESIDENTIAL CONSUMPTION
(2014-2017)

[image: ]
In the graph Pi correspond to the cost effective tariff (US$ 162/MWh). Consumer's surplus benefits would represent around US$ 135/MWh under the assumption that without the G-T expansion program the 100% of incremental demand in new areas would not be supplied. Also, institutional subsidies to the power service would be around US$ 87/MWh under the assumption of maintaining the existing average tariff P0 of US$ 75/MWh to final consumers. 

Consumer's surplus benefits associated to the G-T expansion program were estimated from the definition of Price – Elasticity ( ): it follows that the derivative of Price p with respect to the quantity q at the point Pi and quantity Qi is given by: 

                                                         dp/dq = Pi/Qi x 1/

The price that a consumer is willing to pay for a quantity Qi - q is given by:

         Pmi = P0 – dp/dq x qi

And the consumer’s surplus is calculated as: 

                                      Consumer’s surplus = (Pmi – P0) x qi / 2

In the equation qi is the increase of electricity consumption in year i associated to the projects (qi = Qmi - Qi), Pmi is calculated with P0 (US$ 75/MWh), E (-0.6) and the percentage Ri (100%) of additional electricity consumed attributable to the G-T program as Pmi = P0 x (1 - Ri/E). It was applied a Price-Elasticity of -0.6, according typical estimations of similar electricity markets in Latin America[footnoteRef:5]. [5:  Price elasticity of electricity demand is a measure used in economics to show the responsiveness, or elasticity, of the quantity demanded of electricity to a change in its price. More precisely, it gives the percentage change in quantity demanded in response to a one percent change in price (holding constant all the other determinants of demand, such as income). Another indicator is Income elasticity of demand which relates percentage change of demand related to percent income variation. Both indicators permit the modeling of the behavior of the consumers to price and income variations permitting the estimation of the economic value of the consumed electricity. This situation has been empirically and theoretical supported in several Latin American countries. Suriname does not count with specific studies at this respect, for this reason in this study it was applied the experience in other Latin American countries. In Chile, recent studies indicate that the price elasticity of residential demand is -0.27 for one year and -0.39 for longer terms. Westley estimated it in -0.5 for Paraguay (1984) and in -0.45 for Costa Rica (1989) and Berndt & Samaniego in -0.47 for México (1984). In summary, available studies indicate that long term price elasticity of residential demand is in the order of -0.4 to -0.5.   Based on such experiences, for the study it was adopted -0.6 as a conservative average price elasticity of electricity demand for residential sector in Suriname. ] 


[bookmark: _Toc405647906]II.4	G-T System operative simulations (SDDP model application)

The determination of  the investment, operation, maintenance and fuel costs related to a reliable supply of the increment of electricity consumption in Suriname required the application of a Generation/Transmission planning procedure, mainly focused to: a) identify the most efficient generation and transmission projects required to supply demand, and  its execution itinerary in order to estimate the flow of investment costs, and b) estimate the  future power dispatch in the power systems from to support the fuel and O&M costs estimations. 

The SDDP model was applied to simulate future G-T system operation and expansion, to verify both the expansion requirements as well as the reliability of power supply (on monthly basis and in each of the buses attending local demands). The simulations also permitted to obtain future dispatch of power plants and load flows in the transmission links from which transmission losses, fuel and O&M costs were obtained. These aspects are presented in this section, including the description of the main components of the generation and transmission systems.

[bookmark: _Toc330286973][bookmark: _Toc405647907]II.4.1	Existing power plants

Next table summarizes the basic characteristics of the existing generation capacity in Suriname, including the recent expansions of EBS (BEM I) with 63 MW and SPCS 5-6 with 34 MW.
EXISTING POWER PLANTS
[image: ]
Fuels used and fuel costs are as follows.
[image: ]
Total installed capacity of Suriname adds today 371.3 MW (assigning 125 MW to Afobaka hydroelectric power plant, according the EBS-SURALCO power purchase contract[footnoteRef:6]). [6:  Afobaka has 189 MW of installed capacity and Suralco uses around 17 MW as self generation for its aluminum industry. Its generation was represented in the SDDP model with its seasonality and probabilistic monthly variation based on synthetic stream flow generation (see ANNEX 3).] 

[bookmark: _Toc330286974][bookmark: _Toc405647908]
II.4.2	Future and potential power plants

Next table summarizes main characteristics of future power plants considered for the power sector expansion in Surinam during 2014 - 2025  (mostly represented by diesel gensets).

NEW POWER PLANTS: BASIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COSTS (US$M)
[image: ]
Kabalebo hydrolectric power plant (100 MW) is assumed to be built through a PPA (US$ 85/MWh)
US$ 100/kW investment is considered for the conversion to Natural Gas of existing Epar power plants

Fuels used and fuel costs are the same as presented for the existing power plants.

[bookmark: _Toc330286975]

[bookmark: _Toc405647909]II.4.3	Existing transmission system

The Epar transmission and subtransmission system is conformed at 161 kV and 33 kV. Next graph illustrates the one-line diagram of the system (line impedances are included in ANNEX 2).
[image: ]





For power system (generation – transmission) planning purposes the Epar system and the rest of small systems of Suriname were represented by 96 buses and 50 transmission, subtransmission and distribution links, that are presented in next tables.
SURINAMESE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM: BUSES
[image: ]





SURINAMESE TRANSMISSION SYSTEM: TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION LINKS
[image: ]

[bookmark: _Toc405647910]II.4.4	New transmission and subtransmission systems

Next table summarizes main characteristics of transmission and subtransmission systems considered for the power sector expansion in Surinam during 2014 - 2025 .



NEW TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS: BASIC CHARACTERISTICS AND COSTS (US$M)
[image: ]


[bookmark: _Toc330286976][bookmark: _Toc405647911]II.4.5	Generation / Transmission system expansion analysis

The determination of  the investment, operation, maintenance and fuel costs related to a reliable supply of the increment of electricity consumption in Suriname required the application of a Generation/Transmission planning procedure, mainly focused to: a) identify the most efficient generation and transmission projects required to supply demand, and  its execution itinerary in order to estimate the flow of investment costs, and b) estimate the  future power dispatch in the power systems from to support the fuel and O&M costs estimations. 

The SDDP model was applied to simulate future G-T system operation and expansion, to verify both the expansion requirements as well as the reliability of power supply (on monthly basis and in each of the buses attending local demands). The simulations also permitted to obtain future dispatch of power plants and load flows in the transmission links from which transmission losses, fuel and O&M costs were obtained. These aspects are presented in this section, including the description of the main components of the generation and transmission systems.

It was applied a Generation / Transmission planning process to obtain a first approximation of the minimum cost (Investment - Fuel - O&M costs) system expansion that would provide adequate reliability for the Surinamese electricity supply during 2014 – 2025. The SDDP model was applied in a sequential manner to identify the required expansion itinerary of new power plants an lines and a final run permitted to verify the adequacy of the future demand/supply balance on monthly basis and considering optimal power dispatch with transmission losses and constraints imposed by the transmission links (represented by maximum transmission capacities in each link and load flow Kirchhoffs Laws through DC simplified load flows). 

This section presents a brief description of the model and its application procedure and the results obtained for the prospective Demand/Offer balance in the Surinamese power sector.

[bookmark: _Toc330286977][bookmark: _Toc399408108][bookmark: _Toc405647912]a)	SDDP model

[bookmark: _GoBack]SDDP (Stochastic Dual Dynamic Programming) is a hydrothermal dispatch model with representation of the transmission network and is used for short, medium and long term operation studies. The model calculates the least-cost stochastic operating policy of a hydrothermal system, taking into account the following aspects: 
	[image: seta]
	Operational details of hydro plants (water balance, limits on storage and turbined outflow, spillage, filtration etc.);

	[image: seta]
	Detailed thermal plant modeling (unit commitment, generation constraints due to "take or pay" fuel contracts, concave and convex efficiency curves, fuel consumption constraints, bi-fuel plants etc.);

	[image: seta]
	Representation of spot markets and supply contracts;

	[image: seta]
	Hydrological uncertainty: it is possible to use stochastic inflow models that represent the system hydrological characteristics (seasonality, time and space dependence, severe droughts etc.) and the effect of specific climatic phenomena such as the El Niño;

	[image: seta]
	Detailed transmission network: Kirchhoff laws, power flow limit in each circuit, losses, security constraints, export and import limits for each electrical area etc;

	[image: seta]
	Load variation per load level and per bus, with monthly or weekly stages (medium or long term studies) or hourly stages (short term studies).



In addition to the least-cost operating policy, the model calculates several economical indexes such as the spot price (per submarket and per bus), wheeling rates and transmission congestion costs, water values for each hydro plant, marginal costs of fuel supply constraints and others.
The SDDP model uses a new solution methodology called stochastic dual dynamic programming, developed by PSR (Power System Analysis Inc., from Brazil). This methodology represents the future cost function of traditional Stochastic Dynamic Programming as a piecewise linear function. Because of this feature, it is not necessary to enumerate the combinations of reservoirs levels, which allows the determination of the stochastic optimal solution for systems with a large number of hydro plants. 
All the detailed results of the model SDDP are written to *. csv format files. These files are managed by a graphic interface which produces Excel files with the desired results. The main SDDP results are: 
	[image: seta]
	operative statistics: hydro and thermal generation, thermal operation costs, energy interchange, fuel consumption, deficit risks and energy not supplied;

	[image: seta]
	short run marginal costs (spot prices) for each submarket and for each bus;

	[image: seta]
	marginal capacity benefits: measure of the operational benefit of reinforcing the installed capacity of a thermal plant, the turbine limit of a hydro plant or the storage capacity of a reservoir. These indices are used to determine cost-effective system reinforcements.



[bookmark: _Toc330286978][bookmark: _Toc399408109][bookmark: _Toc405647913]b)	Generation / Transmission system expansion and operative simulations

The Suriname power sector consists of a number of individual power systems. Some of these systems are interconnected while others are operated as an electrical island. The following Figure provides a schematic overview of the different systems currently in operation.

[image: ]

The EPAR system for Paramaribo and the surroundings, reaching as far as the Ocean in the North, Stolkertsijver in the District of Commewijne in the East, Carl Francois in the District of Saramacca in the West and The Zanderij (Airport) area in the South. The EPAR system has by far the highest consumption of electric power in Suriname (total demand in this system was 1,218.9 GWh in 2012, see ANNEX 4 containing the G-T diagram of this system);

The ENIC system for New Nickerie in West Suriname, and the surroundings reaching as far as Groot Henar in the West (total demand in this system was 68 GWh in 2011);

The Rural District Power Systems, each operating as an isolated power system with one or more Diesel Generator Sets in a local power house and located at: Albina, Moengo, Boskamp, Coronie, Wageningen, Apoera (total demand in these areas was 29 GWh in 2011);

The Rosebel Gold Mines where the Gold Mine operations of IAMGOLD in the Brokopondo  district are supplied with electric power via a dedicated 161 kV overhead power line coming from Afobaka Hydro power Plant, built and owned by IAMGOLD (total Rosebel demand was 193 GWh in 2011); 

The Brokopondo Distribution system feeding some villages in the Brokopondo district from the 13.8 kV system at the Afobaka Hydro Power Plant and several small power systems exist in interior of Suriname, which systems are owned and operated by the Department for Rural Energy of the Ministry of Natural Resources (DEV).

One indicative generation – transmission expansion scenario was identified of interest for the simulations, considering:

i. Base demand forecast.
ii. Development of the generation capacity during 2015-2022 in Epar system with new power plants based in HFO/NG, a new hydro in 2022 (Kabalebo) and then more HFO/NG power plants.
iii. The new demand of the future Newmont gold industry (located in the Southeast of the country) with self generation. Not included in Epar system.
iv. New power plants in Nickerie and Wageningen based on HFO and Bagasse and a 69 kV interconnection for these two systems in 2018.
v. Availability of imported natural gas in Epar system starting in 2018 and conversion of the existing power plants to use this fuel (with US$ 100/kW as investment cost).
vi. In 2022 with the commissioning of Kabalebo hydro power plant a 220 kV transmission system connecting this plant to Nickerie, Wageningen and Epar.
This scenario was constructed first by selecting the itinerary of the new power plants to supply demand in Epar and Nickerie systems according EBS estimations and then obtaining the timing for the required transmission and subtransmission expansions (at 161 kV and 33 kV) in the Epar system to guarantee the electricity supply in all substations, considering the new transmission projects identified for the systems. In this scenario Moengo, Apoera, Coronie and Albina small systems remain isolated and self sufficient in power generation.
The simulation of this scenario was done with the SDDP model and using a data base constructed to represent future demand during 2014-2025 (by months and for five demand blocks) and all existing and future power plants, transmission lines and subtransmission substations up to the level of 12 kV and 6 kV. The Epar (including Rosebel) and Nickerie systems were represented separately and the Districts system considered the Wageningen, Coronie, Apoera, Mongeo and Albina loads. The simulations represented the minimum cost of power dispatch (including transmission losses) for the system considering 27 power plants, 96 buses and 90 transmission links.
The prospective and the electricity Demand/Suply forecasts obtained from the simulation of this scenario is presented next. Those results constitute the support for the Cost-Benefit evaluations presented in next chapters. Next graphs summarize the peak demand forecasts and generation expansion programs obtained for each system under this scenario.
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Next graph present the marginal cost of demand forecast obtained for Epar system, ranging around 140 – 160 USD/MWh during 2014 – 2017 and decreasing to the range of US$ 127-120/MWh in the long term.
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The aggregation of all loads, losses and dispatched power in Suriname is presented next in the electricity balance forecast.
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[bookmark: _Toc405647914]III.	Economic Benefits

Next tables summarize the forecasted Program’s demand and benefit estimation (consumer’s surplus and generation- transmission benefits) associated to the scenario evaluated.  

PROGRAM DEMAND (GWH) AND BENEFITS (US$M)
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[bookmark: _Toc405647915]IV.	Economic costs

Next tables summarize the total cost itinerary associated to the scenario evaluated.

TOTAL COST ITINERARY (USDM)
[image: ]

 


[bookmark: _Toc405647916]V.	Economic returns

Next table contains the itinerary of Benefits and Costs associated to the G-T expansion Program. The economic rate of return (ERR) is 14.7% and the present value of its net benefits (at 12% discount rate) is USD 94 million.  

COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
(US $ Million)
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Next table contains the sensitivity of the results obtained to changes in main parameters considered in the economic evaluation.

SENSITIVITY OF NPV & ERR
[image: ]

Results obtained in the sensitivity analysis indicate that changes of around 20% in main parameters intervening in the economic evaluation, the ERR will result higher than 12%, excepting in a 20% increase in fuel costs, which would imply an ERR of around 10.9%.

[bookmark: _Toc405647917]
VI.	Some conclusions 

The following conclusions could be obtained for this report.
· The power generation – transmission planning activity in Surinam requires support to identify the best solutions of an economically efficient power system expansion. A power planning procedure should be institutionalized based on the application of appropriated technologies and models. The experience obtained in this study indicates that models as the SDDP could be very helpful for this task. However, additional demand forecast and optimization models should be applied to verify and revise the investment itinerary of the least cost expansion.

· Results obtained in this report indicate lower economic returns than obtained in former reports. This is due mainly to the following two aspects: i) a substantial increase in fuel costs due to higher heat rates informed by EBS for the existing and future power plants, ii) higher level of reserve margins in the generation expansión program and more redundancy considered in the transmission expansions as estimated by EBS.

· The generation options to guarantee future electricity supply are mainly related to high cost liquid fuels and efforts should be done to identify additional options. This report includes the option of substitute for imported natural gas the liquid fuels used in Epar system for power generation in 2018, reducing future electricity costs. This aspect could also be revised in the future considering the new lower HFO prices expected in the international market.

· Transmission requirements are also significant in Epar system and its study and evaluation also imply significant efforts to identify the appropriate transmission/subtransmission expansions in this system. The optimal expansion of these systems should be carefully studied in the future.

· Nickerie and Wageningen systems could be interconnected. Other isolated systems are still very small and its interconnection to the main grid may not be economical yet.

· From a national perspective, the Surinamese generation – transmission system expansion is economically attractive to supply future demand increase in the country and, conceived with minimum cost criteria, will provide significant economic returns. However, given the current institutional, financial, electricity prices and regulatory status, there are significant risks that the real future system expansion would not be the optimal, implying a decrease of its net economic returns for the country.
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Districts bedrijven 

including Nickerie 

(kWh)

EPAR          

(kWh)

Total national 

Energy demand 

(kWh)

year

200053,540,590577,300,000630,840,590

200152,964,457611,700,000664,664,457

200255,110,993662,400,000717,510,993

200359,429,177715,100,000774,529,177

200469,081,193772,500,000841,581,193

200570,998,573816,100,000887,098,573

200672,315,774805,800,000878,115,774

200774,434,700838,474,212912,908,912

200876,216,070917,803,107994,019,177

200984,529,7821,000,051,3571,084,581,139

201094,016,4971,078,819,3771,172,835,874

201197,275,9411,166,710,2291,263,986,170

201286,345,4581,218,873,3701,305,218,828
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201420152016201720182019202020212022202320242025

Epar        1,3811,4851,5921,7101,8331,9622,1012,2492,3802,5262,6972,880

Nickerie    848996102110117125134144154164176

Districts   323334353637383940414344

Rosebel128176206246258273273273273273273273

Suralco 1/125125125125125125125125125125125125

Losses (T)393230262526272931242627

Total1,7891,9402,0832,2442,3872,5402,6902,8502,9933,1443,3283,526

Annual Increase8.4%7.4%7.7%6.4%6.4%5.9%5.9%5.0%5.0%5.9%5.9%

1/ Selfgeneration
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JANFEBMARAPRMAYJUNJULAUGSEPOCTNOVDECTOT

 GWH 201192.782.092.192.596.194.397.0101.9101.7101.798.8103.41154.2

8.03%7.10%7.98%8.01%8.33%8.17%8.40%8.83%8.81%8.81%8.56%8.96%100.00%

% ENERGY% TIME

BLOCK 10.472%0.36%BLOCK10.000380.000330.000380.000380.000390.000390.000400.000420.000420.000420.000400.00042

BLOCK 217.512%14.72%BLOCK20.014060.012440.013970.014030.014580.014310.014720.015460.015430.015430.014990.01569

BLOCK 319.786%17.71%BLOCK30.015890.014060.015790.015860.016470.016170.016630.017470.017430.017430.016940.01773

BLOCK 428.301%28.08%BLOCK40.022730.020110.022580.022680.023560.023120.023780.024990.024940.024940.024230.02535

BLOCK 533.930%39.12%BLOCK50.027250.024110.027070.027190.028250.027720.028520.029960.029900.029900.029040.03040

TOTAL100.000%100.00%  

ESTIMATION FOR 2012

GWH Peak

0.470.420.470.470.490.480.490.520.520.520.500.53

HOURS

2.682.422.682.592.682.592.682.682.592.682.592.68

Demand (GWh)1,248

MW peak

177173175182183186185194200194194197
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Transformator 20122013201420152016

specificaties(MW)(MW)(MW)(MW)(MW)

33/6 kV, 20 MVA6.36.97.68.49.210.2

33/12 kV, 2.5 MVA0.91.01.11.21.39.5

A3

33/6 kV, 30 MVA8.69.310.010.811.77.8

33/12 kV, 10 MVA7.48.18.99.810.79.8

33/6 kV, 7 MVA2.62.93.23.43.89

33/6 kV, 7 MVA4.34.64.95.25.56

Tr.1, 33/12 kV, 7 MVA5.96.26.56.97.25.3

Tr.2, 33/12 kV, 7 MVA2.83.03.23.43.76.9

Tr.3, 33/12 kV, 7 MVA4.95.25.55.86.25.9

33/12.6 kV, 25 MVA12.513.113.714.415.14.8

33/6.3 kV, 15 MVA4.34.65.05.45.87.9

E

33/12 kV, 10 MVA6.46.97.47.95.37

F

33/12 kV, 5/7 MVA2.22.42.62.72.96.9

G

33/12 kV, 5/7 MVA1.82.02.22.42.68.5

H

33/12 kV, 7/10 MVA2.22.42.62.82.08.8

I33/12.3 kV, 15 MVA11.712.6

13.614.615.7

7.7

J33/6.3 kV, 20 MVA9.510.3

11.112.013.0

8.1

K33/12.6 kV, 15 MVA8.28.9

9.610.411.3

8.2

L33/12 kV, 15 MVA7.78.1

8.58.89.2

4.4

M33/12 kV, 10 MVA2.62.7

2.93.13.3

7.4

N33/12.6 kV, 10 MVA2.83.0

3.23.43.7

7.2

O33/12 kV, 10 MVA4.04.1

4.24.34.4

2.4

PP33/12.6 kV, 10 MVA5.05.2

5.45.65.8

4

Q33/12 kV, 20 MVA12.513.4

14.415.416.5

7.2

R33/12.6 kV, 20 MVA14.115.4

16.818.420.1

9.3

T33/6.3 kV, 20 MVA10.111.0

12.013.114.3

9.1

ZH33/6.3 kV, 20 MVA8.49.2

10.010.911.9

9

LT33/12 kV, 25 MVA7.98.5

9.29.910.6

7.8

SIS3.03.0

3.03.03.0

N/A

BOMAFuture

4.3

Total EPAR:180.6194.0

208.2223.6240.1

7.4%

D

OSGrowth 

(%)

A1

B

C
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Subsidy: BDEC (US$ 87/MWH)

A

  Pmi = Pi*(1-Ri/E)

DE

        Pi =US$ 162/MWH

Consumer's surplus: ABC (US$ 135/MWH)

 

EBS Revenue: FBCG (US$ 75/MWH)

 

 

        P0= US$ 75/MWHBC

t=i

FG
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NAME # UNITSCAPACITYUNAVAILABILITYO&M VARIABLE COST 1/FUELHEAT RATE

MWUSD/MWHBTU/KWH

EPAR SYSTEM

EBS 16_20542.3015%13.35HFO/NG 3/

9.241

EBS 1_15740.2015%13.35HFO/DIESEL/NG 3/

10.426

EBS (BEM-I)  363.0015%13.35HFO/NG 3/

8.057

SPCS 1_4428.0015%13.35LVGO/NG 3/

9.715

SPCS 5_6    234.0015%13.35HFO/NG 3/

8.293

Afobaka4125.000%52   2/N.A.

NICKERIE SYSTEM 

Nick 1-448.4015%13.35HFO

9.241

Nick 8-926.4015%13.35HFO

9.241

Nick 1011.8015%13.35DIESEL

10.900

OTHER SYSTEMS 

Apoera 1-440.9715%13.35DIESEL

10.900

Wagenin 1-444.3015%13.35DIESEL

10.900

Coronie 1-413.1615%13.35DIESEL

10.900

Albina 1-546.4615%13.35DIESEL

10.900

Moengo 4-747.3315%13.35DIESEL

10.900

TOTAL371.32

1/ Including lubricants

2/ Average purchase price

3/ It is assumed that these power plants will be converted to use natural gas (after 2018)
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NAMEPRICE (USD/MBTU)

HFO16.0

LVGO20.4

DIESEL22.7

HFO/DIESEL18.0

NATURAL GAS (2018)14.0
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EPAR generation projects

TOTAL20142015201620172018201920202021202220232024

High Priority

4th 21 MW enigine at EBS DPPII (EPAR)

18.00.014.43.60.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Additional 30 MW for EPAR system (EPAR)

35.00.021.014.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Non defined Priority

63 MW Thermal power

60.00.00.030.030.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

21 MW Thermal power

18.00.00.00.00.00.018.00.00.00.00.00.0

21 MW Thermal power

18.00.00.00.00.00.00.018.00.00.00.00.0

42 MW Thermal power

35.00.00.00.00.00.00.011.723.30.00.00.0

42 MW Thermal power

35.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.011.723.30.00.0

21 MW Thermal power

18.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.018.00.0

42 MW Thermal power

35.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.011.723.3

Conversion to Natural Gas (existing 207 MW)20.70.00.00.020.70.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

 

Nickerie - Wageningen system 

2 x 5 MW plant at Henar (ENICK)

13.30.00.05.38.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

2 x 6 MW biomass plant 

41.20.00.00.00.020.60.020.60.00.00.00.0

Small systems

Upgrade Power Station Coronie (DB)

5.0

0.01.04.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Upgrade Power Station Apoera (DB)

3.02.30.80.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

TOTAL355.2

2.337.256.958.720.618.050.335.023.329.723.3
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NUMBERBUS NAMESYSTEMDESCRIPTION NUMBERBUS NAMESYSTEMDESCRIPTION 

11-A123s1Existing Saramacca Power Plant (3 SO's)4915-BROK_BROKs1Existing 33 kV SO

21-Bs1Existing 33 kV SO5016-AFOBAKA_161s1Existing Afobaka hydroelectric (161 kV)

31-Cs1Existing 33 kV SO5116-AFOBAKAs1Existing 33 kV SO

41-Ds1Existing 33 kV SO5217-CORONIEs4Existing centrale & OS

51-D(F)_161s1Kwattaweg (Future 161 kV SO)5317-CORON(F)_220s4Coronie (Future 220 kV SO)

61-AZ(F)s1AZ (Future 33 kV SO)5418-WAGENINs5Existing centrale & OS

72-Es1Existing 33 kV SO5518-WAGE(F)_220s5Wageningen (Future 220 kV SO)

82-Hoek Gangs1Existing point5619-CLARAs6Existing centrale & OS

92-LE(F)s1Leiding (Future 33 kV SO)5719-CLARA(F)_220s6Clara (Future 220 kV SO)

102-BO(F)s1Boma (Future 33 kV SO)5819-SOEKRA(F)s6Soekramsingstraat (Future 33 kV SO in Nickerie)

112-BO(F)_161s1Boma (Future 161 kV SO)5920-APOERAs7Existing 33 kV SO

122-BO(F)_220s1Boma (Future 220 kV SO)6021-ROSEBEL_161s8Existing 161 kV SO

133-Fs1Existing 33 kV SO6122-NEWM(F)_161s9Newmount Gold Mine (Future 161 kV SO)

144-Gs1Existing 33 kV SO6223-TAPAJAI(F)_161s10Tapajai hydroelectric (Future 161 kV SO)

155-Hs1Existing 33 kV SO6323-TAPAJAI(F)s10Tapajai hydroelectric (Future 33 kV SO)

166-Is1Existing 33 kV SO6424-N.HYDRO(F)_220s11New hydroelectric (Future 220 kV SO)

176-VERTR(F)_161s1Future Vertrouwen Power Plant (161 kV SO)65A-TRANSF 6KVs1Existing 33/6 kV Transformer

186-VERTR(F)s1Future Vertrouwen Power Plant (33 kV SO)66B-TRANSF 6KVs1Existing 33/6 kV Transformer

191-Js1Existing 33 kV SO67C-TRANSF 6KVs1Existing 33/6 kV Transformer

201-J(F)_161s1Jacobus (Future 161 kV SO)68D-TRANSF 6KVs1Existing 33/6 kV Transformer

211-Ks1Existing 33 kV SO69J-TRANSF 6KVs1Existing 33/6 kV Transformer

227-Ls1Existing 33 kV SO70T-TRANSF 6KVs1Existing 33/6 kV Transformer

237-HA(F)s1Hannalust (Future 33 kV SO)71ZH-TRANSF 6KVs1Existing 33/6 kV Transformer

2411-Ms1Existing 33 kV SO72A-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

258-Ns1Existing 33 kV SO73B-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

269-Os1Existing 33 kV SO74C-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

273-Ps1Existing 33 kV SO75D-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

283-1tap28s1Existing tap in pole 28 Line 176E-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

293-2tap28s1Existing tap in pole 28 Line 277F-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

303-P_161s1Paranam (Existing 161 kV SO)78G-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

313-SISs1Existing 33 kV SO79H-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

321-Qs1Existing 33 kV SO80I-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

331-Rs1Existing 33 kV SO81K-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

341-R_161s1Menckedam (Existing 161 kV SO)82L-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

351-Ts1Existing 33 kV SO83M-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

361-TO(F)s1Torarica (Future 33 kV SO)84N-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

371-RI(F)s1Ringweg (Future 33 kV SO)85O-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

381-ZHs1Existing 33 kV SO86Q-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

3910-PPs1Existing 33 kV SO87R-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

4010-RICH(F)s1Richelieu (Future 33 kV SO)88PP-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

411-LTs1Existing 33 kV SO89LT-TRANSF 12KVs1Existing 33/12 kV Transformer

423-SOMSs1Existing 33 kV SO90HA-TRANSF 12KVs1Future 33/12 kV Transformer

433-SOMS(F)_161s1SOMS (Future 161 kV SO)91RI-TRANSF 12KVs1Future 33/12 kV Transformer

4412-ALBINAs2Existing centrale & OS92AZ-TRANSF 12KVs1Future 33/12 kV Transformer

4513-MOENGOs3Existing centrale & OS93BO-TRANSF 12KVs1Future 33/12 kV Transformer

4613-MOENGO (F)_161s3Moengo (Future 161/220 kV SO)94LE-TRANSF 12KVs1Future 33/12 kV Transformer

4714-BROK_BERGs1Existing 33 kV SO95TO-TRANSF 12KVs1Future 33/12 kV Transformer

4815-BROK_VICTs1Existing 33 kV SO96RICH-TRANSF 12KVs1Future 33/12 kV Transformer
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#FROM BUSTO BUSNAMERESISTANCE 1/REACTANCE 1/MWCOMMENTS#FROM BUSTO BUSNAMERESISTANCE 1/REACTANCE 1/MWCOMMENTS

14748Tran Afo0.0001.000204Existing OS Afobaka 33/161 kV461619I>J 161 kV0.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

24855Afo>Ros0.0001.000175Existing Line 161 kV471522H>L 				0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

34828Afo>P 10.0001.000175Existing Line 161 kV482223L>HA				0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

44828Afo>P 20.0001.000175Existing Line 161 kV493123R>HA				0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

52832PARA>R11.3193.957175Existing Line 161 kV501023BO>HA				0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

62832PARA>R21.3193.957175Existing Line 161 kV51109BO>LE				0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

72827Tran-P>P0.0001.00045Existing Paranam SO 33/161/kV5297LE>E				0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

83231Tran-R>R0.0001.000135Existing OS R 33/161/kV533136R>ZH				0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

92716P>I-130.38086.79020Existing Line 33 kV54386LT>AZ-1			0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

102716P>I-230.38086.79020Existing Line 33 kV55386LT>AZ-2			0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

113916SOM>I0.0001.00020Existing Line 33 kV5664AZ>D-1				0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

121315F>H30.48044.98018Existing Line 33 kV5764AZ>D-2				0.0500.17033Future Line 33 kV

131329F>SIS1.7562.93818Existing Line 33 kV58119A>J				0.0880.19521Future Line 33 kV

141514H>G45.72076.07018Existing Line 33 kV591933J>T				0.0400.16037Future Line 33 kV

151327F>P0.0001.00020Existing Line 33 kV60333T>C				0.0400.16029Future Line 33 kV

161622I>L38.2707.56010Existing Line 33 kV613334T>TO				0.0400.16029Future Line 33 kV

17162I>B-17.09920.12020Existing Line 33 kV62343TO>C				0.0400.16029Future Line 33 kV

18162I>B-27.09920.12020Existing Line 33 kV631935J>RI-1				0.4411.19134Future Line 33 kV

19314R>D-114.3109.38018Existing Line 33 kV641935J>RI-2				0.4411.19134Future Line 33 kV

20314R>D-214.3109.38018Existing Line 33 kV653530RI>Q				0.0400.16029Future Line 33 kV

213119R>J-18.2026.85318Existing Line 33 kV661732VERT>R-1 1610.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

223119R>J-28.1946.85318Existing Line 33 kV671732VERT>R-2 1610.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

233136R>Z&H2.3377.96130Existing Line 33 kV683211R>BO-1 1610.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

243638Z&H>LT1.8836.41630Existing Line 33 kV693211R>BO-2 1610.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

2521B>A-13.8027.00218Existing Line 33 kV701110Tran BO0.0050.00160Future OS BOMA 161/33 kV

2621B>A-23.8027.00218Existing Line 33 kV71115BO>D-1 1610.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

27221B>K-13.3592.70018Existing Line 33 kV72115BO>D-2 1610.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

28221B>K-23.0092.70018Existing Line 33 kV7356Tran D0.0030.12560Future OS D 161/33 kV

29237B>PP-119.53027.22010Existing Line 33 kV74520D>J-1 1610.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

30237B>PP-26.02414.38010Existing Line 33 kV75520D>J-2 161	0.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

313724PP>M30.59051.70010Existing Line 33 kV762019Tran J0.0030.12560Future OS J 161/33 kV

3247D>E-135.52059.47018Existing Line 33 kV774020SOMS>J-1 1610.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

3347D>E-210.00020.00018Existing Line 33 kV784020SOMS>J-2 1610.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

3448D>H.G.74.410124.70010Existing Line 33 kV794039Tran SOMS0.0030.12560Future OS SOMS 161/12 kV

35826H.G.>O14.12023.52010Existing Line 33 kV80325R>D-1 161	0.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

36825H.G.>N11.20018.16010Existing Line 33 kV81325R>D-2 161	0.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV

37419D>J0.6802.74720Existing Line 33 kV824756AF>NM 1610.0290.292100Future Line 161 kV New Cnx

381933J>T0.6802.74720Existing Line 33 kV834356MGO>NM 1610.0290.292100Future Line 161 kV New Cnx

3913A>C-11.6505.62030Existing Line 33 kV841743VERT>MGO 1610.0290.292100Future Line 161/220 kV

4013A>C-21.6505.62030Existing Line 33 kV855152WAG>CLA 330.0500.17050Future Line 33 kV

41136A>Z&H1.6505.62030Existing Line 33 kV865747TPJ>AFO 1610.0290.292100Future L 161 kV - Tapajai Cnx.

42330C>Q1.0914.40830Existing Line 33 kV875951NH>WAG 2200.0290.292500Future L 220 kV - NHydro Cnx

43333T>C1.0914.40830Existing Line 33 kV885112WAG>BO 2200.0290.292500Future L 220 kV - NHydro Cnx

44325R>D 161 kV0.0290.292130Future Line 161 kV895150Tran Wag0.0290.29220Future OS Wag 220/33 kV

4554Tran-D>D0.0030.12560Future OS D 33/161 kV901210Tran BO0.0290.29260Future OS BOMA 220/33 kV

1/ In percent, Base = 100 MVA
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Substation Upgrade ProjectsTOTAL20142015201620172018201920202021202220232024

High Priority

Upgrade Substation J

4.0

0.04.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Upgrade Substation P

2.1

1.11.10.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

SCADA EPAR

6.2

2.12.12.10.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Upgrade Substation C

4.7

2.42.40.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Upgrade Substation D

2.3

0.90.90.50.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Upgrade El. Infra due to SPCS Expansion

16.0

16.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Low Priority

Upgrade Substation F

4.0

0.00.83.20.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

New Substations Projects

High Priority

Substation Ringweg & cable connections to SS/J and SS/Q 

7.0

7.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation D 161kV including transmission OHL to SS/R

19.0

0.012.76.30.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Low Priority

Substation Boma & cable connection to SS/HL and SS/E 

10.0

0.02.08.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation 5de Rijweg including transmission OHL to SS/E and SS/D

5.0

0.05.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation AZ

6.0

0.03.62.40.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation MLK

4.5

4.50.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Powakka

5.4

2.72.70.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Industriepark Paranam

5.8

0.00.05.80.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Stolkersijver including 33kV Overheadline

6.0

0.03.62.40.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Richelieu

7.2

0.04.32.90.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Leiding

13.5

0.00.02.710.80.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Non defined priority

Substation Pikin Saron

6.0

0.00.03.62.40.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Concordia

6.0

0.00.03.62.40.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Vredenburg (Hospitaal)

6.0

0.00.03.62.40.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Transmission Cable Projects 

High Priority

33kV cable connection between OSA and OSJ (1.5km, 3x3x1x 33kV)

1.0

0.30.70.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

33kV cable connection between OSJ and OSD (4.5km, 2x3x1x 33kV)

1.6

0.51.10.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

33kV cable connection between OSJ and OST (2km, 2x3x1x 33kV)

1.0

0.30.70.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

33kV cable connection between OSLT and OSD (3.5km, 1x3x1x 33kV)

0.5

0.20.30.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

33kV Upgrade Brokopondo Infrastructure

5.5

1.44.10.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

 

Nickerie - Wageningen system 

Upgrade PS Clarapolder, 25MVA, 12.6/69kV

7.8

0.00.03.34.50.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation van Pettenpolder 25MVA, 69/12.6kV

5.8

0.00.02.53.30.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Henar, 15MVA, 69/12.6kV

7.0

0.00.03.04.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Wageningen 15MVA, 69/12.6kV

6.2

0.00.02.73.50.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Ethanol Plant (State Oil Co) 15MVA, 69/12.6kV

5.9

0.00.02.63.30.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Transmission OHL (69 kV-2c, PS Clarapolder-Ethanol Plant)

26.8

0.00.013.413.40.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Small systems

Substation Albina

3.0

0.00.00.62.40.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Substation Moengo

3.0

0.00.00.62.40.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

ICT & Others

GIS

3.3

0.40.70.70.70.70.00.00.00.00.00.0

AMI

3.0

0.01.51.50.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

ERP

8.8

0.02.92.92.90.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Asset Management

2.2

0.00.50.70.70.30.00.00.00.00.00.0

OMS/DMS

1.3

0.00.70.70.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Hybrid system upper Suriname river

6.0

0.00.06.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Others

Solar PV System Atjoni and upgrade distribution infrastructure (DB)

3.5

1.61.60.40.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Installation of RE & distribution grid of Marowijne district

4.5

0.00.02.32.30.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

33kV Transmission & 12kV Distribution lines SS/Albina – SS/Moengo

5.5

0.00.00.05.50.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

TOTAL259.9

41.359.890.966.91.10.00.00.00.00.00.0
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EPAR & SURALCO & ROSEBEL: PEAK DEMAND vs TOTAL CAPACITY (MW)
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MOENGO: PEAK DEMAND vs TOTAL CAPACITY (MW)
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NICKERIE: PEAK DEMAND vs TOTAL CAPACITY (MW)
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NICKERIE & WAGENINGEN: PEAK DEMAND vs TOTAL CAPACITY (MW)
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WAGENINGEN: PEAK DEMAND vs TOTAL CAPACITY (MW)
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CORONIE: PEAK DEMAND vs AVG. CAPACITY (MW)
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ALBINA: PEAK DEMAND vs AVG. CAPACITY (MW)
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APOERA: PEAK DEMAND vs AVG. CAPACITY (MW)
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Epar Average       AfobakaSaramacaOS-RSOMS
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SURINAM: ELECTRICITY BALANCE (GWH)

         

         DEMANDDEFICITTRANSMISSIONGENERATION

YEARTOTAL% INCR.TOTAL% TOTLOSSES% DEMANDNETHYDROTHERMALTOTAL

2014

1789.40.10.01%38.92.2%1828.21198.3591.01789.3

2015

1940.28.4%0.50.03%31.71.6%1971.31080.5859.21939.7

2016

2083.87.4%0.50.02%30.51.5%2113.81082.11001.22083.3

2017

2244.07.7%0.00.00%25.51.1%2269.51080.61163.42244.0

2018

2387.16.4%0.00.00%24.71.0%2411.71027.31359.82387.1

2019

2540.86.4%0.30.01%26.21.0%2566.61056.81483.62540.4

2020

2690.25.9%0.00.00%27.01.0%2717.21020.51669.72690.2

2021

2850.05.9%0.10.00%29.41.0%2879.31047.21802.72849.9

2022

2993.15.0%0.10.00%30.91.0%3024.01261.91731.22993.1

2023

3144.05.0%0.00.00%24.10.8%3168.11489.91654.13144.0

2024

3328.45.9%0.00.00%25.80.8%3354.21497.51830.93328.4

2025

3525.55.9%0.00.00%27.20.8%3552.71499.42026.13525.5
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         YEAR201420152016201720182019202020212022202320242025 / 37

DEMAND WITH G-T EXPANSION

1,789      1,940      2,084      2,244      2,387      2,541     2,690      2,850     2,993    3,144     3,328      3,526      

% INCREASE

8.4%7.4%7.7%6.4%6.4%5.9%5.9%5.0%5.0%5.9%5.9%

DEFICITTOTAL

0.1           0.5          0.5          0.0          0.0           0.3          0.0          0.1         0.1        0.0         -           0.0          

% TOT

0.01%0.03%0.02%0.00%0.00%0.01%0.00%0.00%0.00%0.00%0.00%0.00%

TRANSMISSION LOSSES

39            32           30           26           25            26           27           29          31         24          26            27           

% DEMAND

2.2%1.6%1.5%1.1%1.0%1.0%1.0%1.0%1.0%0.8%0.8%0.8%

DISTRIBUTION LOSSES

108          127         140         158         171          182         193          204        214       233         247          262         

% DEMAND

6.0%6.6%6.7%7.1%7.2%7.2%7.2%7.2%7.2%7.4%7.4%7.4%

SALES WITH G-T EXPANSION

1,643      1,781      1,913      2,060      2,192      2,332     2,470      2,617     2,748    2,886     3,056      3,237      

Sales W/O Rosebel & Suralco

1,389       1,480       1,581       1,689       1,808       1,934      2,071       2,218      2,349     2,488      2,657        2,838       

 

SALES WITHOUT G-T EXPANSION

1,643      1,643      1,643      1,643      1,643      1,643     1,643      1,643     1,643    1,643     1,643      1,643      

Sales W/O Ros & Sur

1,389       1,389       1,389       1,389       1,389       1,389      1,389       1,389      1,389     1,389      1,389        1,389       

 

PROGRAM SALES (GWH)

138.0       269.9       417.5       548.8       689.6      827.1       973.8      1,105.2  1,243.8   1,413.1     1,594.0    

INDUSTRY

47.5        77.6        117.5       130.0       144.8      144.8       144.8      144.8     144.8      144.8       144.8       

EPAR & OTHERS

90.5        192.3       300.0       418.8       544.8      682.4       829.0      960.4     1,099.0   1,268.3     1,449.2    

% OF TOTAL SALES

100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%100.0%

AVG. TARIFF WITHG-T EXP. (US$/MWH)

162162162146146146146146146146146

AVG. PRICE ELASTICITY

-0.6-0.6-0.6-0.6-0.6-0.6-0.6-0.6-0.6-0.6-0.6

WILLINGNEES TO PAY CURRENT SALES (US$/MWH)

432432432389389389389389389389389

RESIDENTIAL CONSUMERS'S SURPLUS (US$M)

 EPAR & OTHERS 

12.2        26.0        40.5        51.0         66.3        83.0         100.9      116.8     133.7      154.3       176.3       

GENERATION-TRANSMISSION BENEFITS (US$M)

EPAR & OTHERS 

11.9        25.4        39.6        48.6         63.2        79.2         96.2       111.4     127.5      147.1       168.1       

INDUSTRY

6.2          10.1        15.3        14.8         16.5        16.5         16.5       16.5      16.5        16.5         16.5        

PROGRAM BENEFITS (US$M)

30.361.495.4114.4146.0178.7213.5244.8277.7317.9360.9
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2,0142,0152,0162,0172,0182,0192,0202,0212,0222,0232,0242,025

INVESTMENT COSTS

Generation

2.337.256.958.720.618.050.335.023.329.723.30.0

Transmission

41.359.890.966.91.10.00.00.00.00.00.00.0

Total

43.597.0147.8125.621.718.050.335.023.329.723.30.0

HYDRO PURCH.

62.356.256.356.253.455.053.154.572.991.992.492.4

FUEL COSTS

81.3118.8136.7157.6159.6171.8190.8203.2190.7177.8197.8220.1

O&M Generation

Variable

8.512.014.016.018.420.022.524.326.228.130.633.2

Fixed

0.00.82.03.65.15.86.37.18.18.99.710.2

O&M Transmission

1.02.54.86.56.56.56.56.56.56.56.56.5

O&M TOTAL

9.615.320.726.130.032.335.337.940.843.546.849.9

TOTAL COSTS

196.7287.2361.6365.5264.7277.0329.4330.5327.7342.9360.2362.4
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YEAR2,014      2,015      2,016      2,017      2,018      2,019     2,020      2,021     2,022    2,023     2,024      2025 / 37

PROGRAM BENEFITS (US$M)

30.361.495.4114.4146.0178.7213.5244.8277.7317.9360.9

PROGRAM COSTS (US$M)

INVESTMENT COSTS (US$M)

43.597.0147.8125.621.718.050.335.023.329.723.30.0

INCREASE OF FUEL COSTS (US$M)

0.037.555.476.378.390.5109.5121.9109.496.5116.5138.8

INCREASE OF HYDRO PURCH. (US$M)

0.0(6.1)(6.0)(6.1)(8.9)(7.4)(9.2)(7.9)10.629.630.130.1

INCREASE OF O&M COSTS (US$M)

0.05.711.216.520.522.725.728.331.233.937.240.3

TOTAL (US$)

43.5134.0208.4212.3111.5123.8176.2177.4174.6189.7207.0209.2

NET BENEFITS (US$M)

(43.5)        (103.6)     (146.9)     (116.9)     2.8           22.2        2.5          36.2       70.2      88.0        110.9       151.7       

NPV (US$M, 12%)

94

ERR (%)

14.7%
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NPV (12%)ERR

(US$M)(%)

BASE9414.7%

INVESTMENT COSTS20% +1712.4%

20% -17117.6%

FUEL COSTS20% +-3910.9%

20% -22718.5%

HYDRO PURCHASES20% +8414.5%

20% -10414.9%

O&M COSTS20% +5913.7%

20% -12915.7%

PRICE ELASTICICITY-0.522418.1%

-0.7112.0%
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         YEAR201420152016201720182019202020212022202320242025 / 37

DEMAND WITH G-T EXPANSION

1,789      1,940      2,084      2,244      2,387      2,541     2,690      2,850     2,993    3,144     3,328      3,526      

% INCREASE

8.4%7.4%7.7%6.4%6.4%5.9%5.9%5.0%5.0%5.9%5.9%

DEFICITTOTAL

0.1           0.5          0.5          0.0          0.0           0.3          0.0          0.1         0.1        0.0         -           0.0          

% TOT

0.01%0.03%0.02%0.00%0.00%0.01%0.00%0.00%0.00%0.00%0.00%0.00%

TRANSMISSION LOSSES

39            32           30           26           25            26           27           29          31         24          26            27           

% DEMAND

2.2%1.6%1.5%1.1%1.0%1.0%1.0%1.0%1.0%0.8%0.8%0.8%

DISTRIBUTION LOSSES

108          127         140         158         171          182         193          204        214       233         247          262         

% DEMAND

6.0%6.6%6.7%7.1%7.2%7.2%7.2%7.2%7.2%7.4%7.4%7.4%

SALES WITH G-T EXPANSION

1,643      1,781      1,913      2,060      2,192      2,332     2,470      2,617     2,748    2,886     3,056      3,237      

Sales W/O Rosebel & Suralco

1,389       1,480       1,581       1,689       1,808       1,934      2,071       2,218      2,349     2,488      2,657        2,838       

 

SALES WITHOUT G-T EXPANSION

1,643      1,643      1,643      1,643      1,643      1,643     1,643      1,643     1,643    1,643     1,643      1,643      

Sales W/O Ros & Sur

1,389       1,389       1,389       1,389       1,389       1,389      1,389       1,389      1,389     1,389      1,389        1,389       


